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Programme note:

*Kukolnost* is the state of 'puppetness', where one action has a deliberate effect on another. When strings are pulled, a puppet has no choice but to react.

Instrumentation:

- Clarinet in E♭
- Clarinet in B♭ 1
- Clarinet in B♭ 2
- Clarinet in B♭ 3
- Alto Clarinet in E♭
- Bass Clarinet in B♭
- Contralto Clarinet in E♭
- Contrabass Clarinet in B♭

Score in Transposition

Duration:

c. 5'30"
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for The London Consorts of Winds Clarinet Consort...
\[ \begin{align*}
&\text{Eb Cl.} \\
&\text{Cl. 1} \\
&\text{Cl. 2} \\
&\text{Cl. 3} \\
&\text{Alto Cl.} \\
&\text{B. Cl.} \\
&\text{Ca. Cl.} \\
&\text{Cb. Cl.}
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